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This is a quick introduction to the Play-by-email fantasy strategy game “Lords of Gyrne”.

GAME BASICS
Lords of Gyrne (LoG) has been in development since 1992. It is a game of conquest, diplomacy,
economics and espionage. The game takes place in turns.
Each turn begins with the players receiving their turn result emails.
These emails contain the current state of the game for you, the player. They tell you which counties you own, how much gold you have, where your armies are positioned, in which state these
armies are, with which other players you are currently at war, and much more.
When a turn ends - the turn result email contains an exact date and time - the Game Server
computes the battles, economic developments and other simulation issues and sends out the
next turn result email for each player.
Players play the game by sending in their orders with a special program designed for this purpose. This program is called the “Field Assistant” (FA).
The FA allows you to comfortably enter your desired game orders: Moving armies, buying and
selling goods, sending messages to other players, and more.
Every Lords of Gyrne game takes place on a different map. Your Field Assistant therefore needs
to know on which game map you actually play, so that it can set itself up for every map.

GAME DESIGN PRINCIPLES
When creating Gyrne, we had two major principles in mind:
Intuitiveness and linguistic Atmosphere. The game turn results and game rules are designed
as close to economic and social reality of a 6th century society as possible, so that the game can
be played intuitively without players having to know all game rules. The atmosphere is designed
to be indeed medieval, and therefore the output result mail of a game turn is in plain English anybody can understand. You do not need to study game rules or complicated tables first to read it it’s all spelled out in human language and words.

GOAL OF

THE

GAME

The goal of a LoG game is to become Emperor of Gyrne. Since the last Emperor has died without an heir, all players struggle to be the next Emperor or Empress of Gyrne. A Lords of Gyrne
game is therefore a simulation of the civil war following the death of the last Emperor.
Each player in the game resembles an aristocrat claiming the throne. The turn result mail represents a quarterly report to that aristocrat by his advisors and councillors. One turn in the game
represents three months, so that each turn result mail resembles a report at the beginning of
spring, summer, winter and fall (in Gyrne).
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To become Emperor, a player must gain a majority of votes in the Imperial Council, a sort of
Imperial Senate. Players gain votes by conquering and controlling the different counties,
provinces and kingdoms on a map, and by controlling the Imperial Insignias (Sword, Crown,
and Sceptre). In each Gyrne game, there are in the Imperial Council:
100 votes for the population. For each 1% of total population a player controls he controls
1 vote in the Council
1 vote per county in the game
2 votes per province. A player that controls an entire province gains an additional 2 votes.
5 votes per Kingdom. A player that controls an entire Kingdom gains an additional 5 votes.
For the three Imperial Insignias there is an additional 50% of votes in the Council, of which
each player that controls an Insignia gains one third.
An example: In a Gyrne game with a map that has three kingdoms consisting of 7 provinces and
36 counties the Imperial Council altogether will have 100 + (3*5) + (7*2) + 36 = 165 votes. On
top of that add 83 for the insignias, so that the entire Council will have 246 members. Controlling
an insignia on such a map means to control 27 votes. The number of members of the Imperial
Council and the number of votes a player controls is listed each turn in his result mail.

MAP BASICS
A game map is divided into Kingdoms, which each consist of a number of provinces, which in
turn each consist of a number of counties. If a player controls all counties of a province, he controls the province and gains the title of a Duke of that entire province; once a player controls all
provinces of a kingdom, he becomes King of that entire Kingdom.
Therefore, the title of a player can tell anyone which counties that player controls.
To ease things up a bit, players receive a map image of the current state of the game each turn,
with the counties owned by a player colored differently for each player.
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Controlling a county means one’s own armies can move freely in that territory; the player gains
tax income from these counties, and can build buildings inside them. He has to pay maintenance
costs for all garrisons stationed in these counties, and all foritifications and buildings. Enemy
armies can enter these counties to attack and gain control over them, but they have to withdraw
if they lose a battle. Counties that are fortified with castles, citadels or fortresses can be
besieged and pay no taxes for the duration of the siege.

VASSALS AND LIEGES
In Gyrne, players can be subdued by other players becoming their vassals. A vassal is no longer
fully independent; his votes in the Imperial Council count for the Liege (ie. Lord) of the vassal. A
vassal cannot be attacked by his liege, but must hand over a certain part of his tax income to his
liege each turn. Furthermore, a vassal cannot make his own foreign policy; that means he is only
at war with those players that his liege is at war with, and is automatically allied with the allies of
his liege. On the map image, a vassal’s lands are painted under bars in color of the liege.
Vassals can regain their independence by paying back a certain debt in gold pieces set at the
time they became vassal to the other player.
A player becomes the vassal of another player if he loses his home county (his capital) to that
player, or his first army - which is led by the player himself - is beaten by an army of that other
player, and captured.

ALLIANCES
In Gyrne, players can join an alliance. In an alliance, players automatically have the same enemies, friends and players they are neutral to. An alliance makes foreign policy by a majority vote.
To declare war on another player, a majority of the members of an alliance must declare war
towards that player in the same turn. The same is true for peace agreements, et c.
Vassals of a player are automatically part of the alliance their liege is in, but have no vote.
To attack another player and take his counties, a player must first declare war on that player, and
then move his armies into the county he wants to conquer. The server computes the battle
results, and players are informed about the outcome of their attacks in the next turn result email.

ARMIES AND GENERALS
Players can hire generals to lead their armies. Each general in service of a player represents an
army, and acts like one. Players can then hire troops and assign them to an army, or station
them in a county they own, thus putting them into the local garrison.
An army or garrison will automatically fight any enemy army that enters the county it is in, and
will automatically attack any armies or garrisons of an enemy player it encounters when entering
another county. Garrisons cannot be used for attacks on enemy territory, and must remain stationed within the counties controlled by their player. Garrison troops can be mobilized to join a
present army, and troops of an army can be de-mobilized to put them into a garrison.
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TROOP TYPES
Armies in Gyrne consist of infantry, archers and cavalry. Each can be upgraded to higher effectivity with weapons produced by blacksmiths out of iron. There are three upgrade types for
each kind of troops: Infantry consists of Peasants, Footmen or Warriors; Archers consist of
Slingers, Shortbowmen or Longbowmen; Cavalry consists of Riders, Knights or Paladins.
Furthermore, armies can be equipped with siege material: Rams, Catapults and Siege Towers.
Armies can be moved over sea and be drawn into sea battle with three different ship types:
Longboats, Warships and Leviathans. Any army can consist of a mixture of these troop and
equipment types, depending on the number of weapons and items they have been equipped
with. The server automatically takes care of the bureaucratic side, and players need not handle
each upgrade type of a troop kind individually.

ECONOMY
Players must watch out for their tax income in comparison to their maintenance costs for
armies, buildings etc. The game features trading with seven different goods: Harvests, Rations,
Iron, Weapons, Horses, Pearls and Spices. Each good is of different use. Buildings that players can build in counties produce these goods or manufacture one good out of another (e.g.
weapons out of iron by blacksmiths). It is possible to buy, sell and speculate with these goods on
the markets; note that the economic activity of other players and the time of the year influence
the development of prices on the market.

ESPIONAGE
Player can also hire spies and use these to hunt enemy spies, set them up as ‘sleepers’ or gather information on other player’s activities. Double agents can automatically disinform your enemies.

MAGIC
Magic is only insofar part of the game as wizards can be used via building arcane towers in a
county, and then use one’s wizards to lay curses on enemy territories. Wizards also automatically attempt to locate the location of the Imperial Insignia, and attempt to hide the location of the
own Insignia from enemy wizards.

HOW TO JOIN
If you are interested in playing Lords of Gyrne, we are always happy to welcome new players!
To join a regular game via our website at http://www.gyrne.de you should first send us an email
with your name, address, phone and email address and the subject line “Gyrne 3.1” to:
help@gyrne.de
We will then enter your data in our game database; you will then receive a customer number and
password, and 5 game turns on your game account. With this data you can then register for any
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open Lords of Gyrne game on the website. Note that we are not a commercial enterprise - the
money you donate for each turn is solely used for improving the game and covering our online
costs. We also guarantee that the personal information you provide is not handed out to anyone
else. Currently we ask for 50 cents (US or Euro) per turn after the 5th if you’re new to LoG.
If you have any question at all, you may either find them answered in the FAQ section of our
website or ask us directly at
help@gyrne.de
You’re always welcome!
Dorian XIV, Emperor (deceased)
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